
 New Products
Information in this section is culled from releases that were delivered to
news@dentaltown.com. All material is subject to editing and space availability.

Kwikly
Kwikly, a Minneapolis-based startup, is entering the dental temping industry with 

its connective technology platform. 
Unlike a conventional temp agency, Kwikly uses a mobile platform to facilitate 

scheduling and communication between temporary personnel and dental offi ces. 
Dental practices can now reach temps directly, in real time, much like a commuter can 
reach an Uber or Lyft. The company’s on-demand mobile app streamlines the dental 
staffi ng experience for its professionals and its offi ces while it strives to effi ciently 
connect the dental community.

For more information, visit joinkwikly.com.

BrioShine Feather Lite Composite 
and Ceramic Single-Use Polishers

Brasseler USA has expanded its family of Brio single-use 
diamond, carbide and polishing instruments with the recent 
introduction of new BrioShine Feather Lite Composite and Ceramic 
single-use polishers. They are ideal for the universal polishing and 
fi nishing of ceramic and composite materials.

BrioShine Feather Lite Composite and Ceramic single-use 
polishers adapt to most tooth surfaces, yet are durable enough 
to last through multiple restorations. Compared to most polishing 
systems, these polishers eliminate time spent polishing by reducing 
the number of steps required for optimal results.

For more information, visit brasselerusa.com. 

Alpha Air 6
Seiler Medical has launched its latest microscope, 

the Alpha Air 6, to the international market. With the 
Alpha Air 6, dentists can maintain an upright, working 
position while keeping visual contact with a patient. The 
microscope’s design allows dentists to make a concerted 
effort to avoid the long-term effects that come with 
working in an uncomfortable position.

The product allows for up to six steps of 
magnifi cation with its German apochromatic lenses and 
a bright LED illumination at 150,000 lux. It has a built-in 

USB port and a 12-volt power supply, allowing 
for more continuous use without recharging the 
battery. 
For more informaton, visit seilermicro.com
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ProStyle E Electric Handpiece System
The ProStyle E Electric Handpiece System by Lares Research is 

designed to deliver power, precision and sound quality while minimizing 
hand fatigue. The system includes an autoclavable motor, a motor control 
box, a 1:5 high-speed fi ber-optic contra angle, a 1:1 low-speed fi ber-optic 
contra angle and a 1:1 straight attachment.

By shortening the Mini contra angles and motor by 40 percent 
and reducing their weight by 33 percent, Lares shifted the balance 
point forward, maximizing comfort and control. ProStyle E requires no 
installation and can be easily transported between operatories. For more 
information, visit laresdental.com.
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